Secret Service Summit – America’s #1 Customer Service Conference!

Comments
Fun and fast moving
Laugh more. We need more fun.
I just shoot rubberbands back and forth with my teteaall day and get the same kind of laughs. I do
appreciate a lighter note at the event though.
Unexpected!
Funny enough said lol.
I have a complete outlook now on life
Laughed until we cried. Great to know its pk to have fun at work and inspired us to try to laugh more
in the office
Tim Gard was outstanding! He was hilarious, got his point across, and really stressed to us how
important it is to not let ever little thing bother you. His mentality was amazing. I hope I can learn
from him and really take his attitude back to the office with me.
He was fantastic. So very funny.
Off the chart!!!!
Dynamic speaker, really related to the audience.
My favorite. Joy should be the difference between bad or great customer service
Entertaining.
He was absolutely hilarious!!! He would be good to end the conference because his presentation
was so funny...However, I couldn't see how it directly correlated to customer service at times
He was so awesome! I was laughing so hard I was crying. great speaker!
+++++. Woo Hoo !!!
What an inspiration and kept me at the edge of my seat! Would love to see him again?
Awesome. Breath of fresh air. Could've listened for hours.
Amazing!!!!
He's a pro. Good choice.
Fantastic speaker!
Got a standing O. Great icing on cake.
Tim did such an excellent job speaking.
breath of fresh air
He was lovely and a breath of fresh air at a conference such as this.
Funny. Loved it
If there was a number higher than 10, Tom would get it. He was incredible, best of the conference.
Hilarious and inspirational!!!
Favorite of the entire event. Funny. Engaging.
Hilarious!
One of the best!!
Awesome
He was amazing!!!
one of the best
He was fantastic. Would have been nice to have more connection to the conference topic, but it was
good anyway and nice to have humor done so well.
AmazING couldn't get enough
Would give a 20 if we could
Absolutely AMAZING!! Very inspirational on how to have fun and make people think!
Awesome
Incredible. Perfectly placed in the lineup and an amazing presentation.

Secret Service Summit – America’s #1 Customer Service Conference!
I want to sit next to him on the plane!!!
Wish I could rank this higher than 10. Laughing and learning so amaze
Awesome.
Guess there is a reason he's in the speaker hall of fame eh? :)
Absolutely famtastic. Have him back next year.
That guy is hilarious, and he is absolutely right - fun and play are hugely important in life
Hilarious guy and great encouragement to live the woo hoos and let the bummers go.
Wisdom through the laughter
Hilarious
Incredible. It's easy to insert some humor into a presentation but difficult to use humor to make a
point without the focus being lost.
Very enjoyable!!!
Best part of the day! Hilarious!!
Really great! Very practical and easily usable practices!
Amazing awesome the best
Amazing
Hilarious! Definitely a highlight of the conference
He was an outstanding treat at the conference - thank you for showing how to use humor for the pain
points of life
guy was a riot and livened up the room
Engaged with audience. Relevant and entertaining
Best presentation I have ever had the pleasure of experiencing
10 ++++++
So funny and engaging.
He was phenomenal
Amazing he is the man
Exceptional
hall of fame speaker, for a reason
He was my favorite speaker!
Amazing
I Would Give Him 15 If I could
Excellent!!!
He should be here every year
Amazing!!!!!
Amazing!
Fantastic
Breath of fresh air.
Perfect pick me up and great combo of funny and motivational !!!! Wonderful !!
Thank you for the FUN!!!
Off the chart fantastic!!!

